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For the third consecutive quarter, the financial markets have been tormented by the triple threat of sharply higher
interest rates, persistent inflation, and a looming recession. The DJIA, S&P 500 and NASDAQ have now experienced
the worst nine-month start to the year since 2002. The Federal Reserve is firmly committed to tackling the flames of
inflation and seems willing to hamper demand, likely bringing on a self-inflicted recession. As a result, the markets
appear to be heading for the worst performance since the 2008-09 Global Financial Crisis, though current conditions
seem less ominous. The most disorienting factor for investors may be that nearly all asset classes have generated
dismal returns this year. Given the elevated volatility, even the $24 trillion U.S. Treasury market is no place to hide.
Market uncertainty may persist until investors can ascertain that inflation and rates have peaked. The selloff in the
markets has been more orderly than expected despite tightening by global central banks, the strength of the U.S. dollar,
and the ramifications of the Russia/Ukraine war. While there may be few unscathed corners of the market, investing in
credit has become more compelling given the opportunity set with real yields now offsetting inflation.
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